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“Healing doesn’t mean
the damage never existed,

it means
the damage no longer

controls our lives.”
~ Ashkay Dubey



Whether you're looking to acquire new job skills, 
eager for a fast-track to employment, our Workforce 
Development Program can help you.

Our program is here to help our clients secure 
long-term sustainable employment.

RISE4Work, Inc. is an a�liate of “The PROGRAM, 
It’s About Change” which o�ers full-time 
employment opportunities to our clients.

By specializing in helping those with criminal 
backgrounds, veterans’ status, or disabilities �nd 
jobs, we’re uniquely positioned to open up new 
opportunities and give clear direction on next-steps 
to a better way of life for our clients.

Immediate job opportunities are sourced from 
RISE4Work, Inc.

We work with local employers to make sure our 
clients are guaranteed jobs after completing our 
program.

 The RISE4Work, Inc. Bene�t to employers:

  Our employees are Federally Bonded
  Lessen payroll tax burden
  We take responsibility  to help mitigate the   
   complexities and risks behind hiring 
  We facilitate the opportunity to people   
   returning home after incarceration or the   
   military.
 Enhancing the community in which you do   
   business by putting people to work. 

Through our program we provide:

  Job Placement assistance
  Acquiring an State ID, Birth certi�cate,
   Social Security Card
  Soft Skills (i.e. Communication, dress, attitude, self-talk)
  Computer Literacy
  Résumé Assistance
  A one-on-one job coaching

All participants of our Workforce program must 
complete our Financial Education classes.
 
 Incentives Include:
  Bus passes  Work Uniforms 
  Interview clothes  Steel toed Boots

For more information, contact The PROGRAM at 
(717) 238-9950, ext. 108 or send an email to 
info@theprogramhbg.org.

Here at The PROGRAM, “It’s About Change” we 
value and respect the dreams, visions and goals that 
our Mentees develop, as they strive to become 
positive and productive citizens in our community. 

Our entire program is dedicated to their long-term 
success in every aspect of their lives.
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